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179 Action Plans
3000+ Civil Society
79 National Governments
20 Local
3196 Commitments
9 Multilateral Partners

OPEN GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP
The numbers – OGP & EITI

36 commitments

22 countries

40% have extractives commitments

13% natural resource commitments - starred
Countries leveraging OGP

- Joining/Committing to EITI: Eg. Ukraine, Tunisia
- EITI requirements: Eg. Philippines
- Shared thematic priorities: Eg. Beneficial ownership
What next?

- More countries
- Better implementation coordination, including with partners

- SOEs
- Contract transparency
- Environmental disclosures

- Gender
- Civic space

- OGP 2018-2019 action plans
- Peer learning events
- Partners

Engagement at the country level
OGP country engagement

- Meeting OGP point of contact/Minister
- Assist in drafting specific commitments – EITI roadmaps, reports
- MSFs – participate in OGP co-creation processes
- Connect relevant ministries
- Co-create knowledge resources & tools
- High level political engagement
OGP strategic highlights
Thank you
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